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One week in paradise Review of Villa Selalu Reviewed 2 days ago Hi, My wife and I originally 
booked 6 nights at Villa Selalu June 2018 to relax as the last station our honeymoon. In the 
end, we stayed for 8 nights as we released after the first night that this place is just to 
dreamy to leave already after 6 nights. Villa Selalu was without a doubt the most beautiful 
place we’ve ever been and impressed us on all dimensions:  

1) Room: The images online can’t capture how beautiful the villa and the surroundings are. 
The villa is big and very modern. We stayed in the biggest bedroom which was huge with a 
very nice and comfy bed. There was lots of light and a big screen TV with great choice of US 
channels. In a separate room there was a huge walk-in closet and next to it a very big bath 
(no tub though) and outside even an additional outside shower. While we only stayed in that 
one room, we could glimpse quickly into the others. There is one other room that is seemed 
largely the same. However, the other two are a bit smaller and do not have an outside 
shower, which is just something to keep in mind if you arrive with a big group.  

2) Rest of villa: The huge sitting room and the entertainment room are very nicely decorated 
with all new modern furniture. However, we did not spend any time there since it was just 
too nice outside but it really was a shame. Next to sitting room there is a big fridge with lots 
of soft drinks and beer/wine, which you can take out what you need and only pay for what 
you consumed. We can’t comment on the kitchen as we went for the fully catered option (see 
below) and did not use it ourselves. Outside there are various places you can sit to have 
dinner or breakfast or just enjoy the beautiful view (the villa is built on a small hill with 360 
view of the sea). We really tried to test them all and they are really all beautiful but we 
enjoyed particular dinner on the rooftop (staff installed also beautiful electric lights) and 
breakfast on the beach. However, the spot next to the outside barbecue grill is also amazing. 
The 18m infinity pool (2m deep) was very clean and a great spot to chill when we wanted to 
change location from the beach. The beach itself was also very beautiful. The sea has an 
amazing turquoise colour graduating to dark blue further outside. Of course it is a huge plus 
that it is a private beach and you can just relax. 

 3) Activities There is lots of things you can do besides just relaxing at the beach or at the 
pool. We undertook a 4h trip with the villa’s own boat to visit a couple of nice snorkelling 
trips (equipment provided by the villa). Another day we took out two of the kayaks and went 
a bit outside onto the sea.  

On one day we organised two masseurs to come to the villa. On the last day we undertook the 
sunset boat tour, again, with the villa’s boat. They also provided mountain bikes to explore 
the surroundings and you could have done a fishing trip, which we, however, didn’t try.  

https://en.tripadvisor.com.hk/Hotel_Review-g8707649-d14003295-Reviews-Villa_Selalu-Gili_Gede_Gili_Islands_Lombok_West_Nusa_Tenggara.html


4) Food Breakfast is included in the price of the room and was very good. We received every 
day fresh fruits, yoghurt, muesli / granola, croissant and bread and eggs (fried, scrambled, 
poached, boiled, omelette) / pancakes and fresh juices, tea and coffee. For the rest, you 
have two options, either you go for the catered option, where a chef prepares your dinner (or 
lunch or both) or you order in advance groceries and prepare your own meals (you can also 
have the catered option for certain days only). We went for the catered option and it was just 
simply amazing. While not cheap, it was definitely worth it. The chef was extremely well 
trained and we had 6 different choices for dinner and every single one was just fantastic. The 
portions were very big, the meat was high quality, the vegges cooked to perfection and all 
was beautifully presented.  

5) Staff Last but not least, we wanted to comment on the staff. They were all so extremely 
polite, friendly and helpful and really helped to make our stay so unforgettable. It started 
with Matt, who was helping us with organising drinks and food and answered all sorts of 
questions before we actually arrived. On the premises, Neni, Herman and Samel were so 
forthcoming and made every effort to help us relax and enjoy ourselves. A very special thanks 
to them again!  

6) Cons Now, overall, it was clear that we were amazed by Villa Selalu. However, to make it a 
fully transparent review, we want to also name the very few cons. One, the wifi was really 
quite slow irrespective of where you were within the villa. However, to be fair, this was not a 
real big negative as we didn’t need it a lot. Two, while the sea is very beautiful, there are 
loads of stones / shells on the sea ground. Walking out into the ocean can be quite difficult as 
there are not really any spots where you can step on without stepping on something hard/
pointy. Thus, bringing some sea shoes might not be a bad idea. We think this was the best 
holiday experience we ever had. 


